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She wasn’t exactly tall, my grandmother, but not many women in my mother’s family 
were over five feet tall. At 5’3, though, my grandmother Emma stood taller than 
her four daughters. More to the point, in her will power, in her ability to dominate 
conversations and argue longest, Emma McKeen Cain was six feet tall. 

Emma Luella McKeen, was born in 1890, died Emma Cain in 1975, in Belmont County, 
Ohio. She outlived my grandfather by thirty-seven years, and, in living to be 85 years 
old, lived more years than any one of her daughters. The middle child of thirteen, in a 
family that met adversity on a seasonal basis, Emma was tough from the get-go. In 
1899 the McKeens lost everything in a spring flood of the Ohio River. For Emma, then, 
school ended at Grade 4. She was “put out” as an upstairs maid where she “earned-
her-keep,” spending money (a quarter), and Sunday afternoons with her family. She 
learned to clean house, to fight for herself, and that life was hard. She had no 
sympathy for whiners. 

As the first grandchildren, my cousin Lee and I were an exception in grandmother’s 
harsh world, but sometimes Grandma’s sharp tongue could even pierce me: “Patty 
Ann, can’t you sit still?” I’ve translated that for you from the high-pitched, sing-song 
that I still hear in my head: “Paa-ddy A-en, caint you set still?” No, Grandma, not yet, I 
“caint set still,” but, you know what? I don’t think you were a “setting still” kind of girl, 
either. 

In the days of 1940 and 1941, when we were still called “Wa-alter-L-ee” and “Pa-addy-
A-yen,” our mothers left us with our grandmother on Saturday mornings. We came 
with the energy of five year olds. Grandma knew only to use energy for work. We 
learned what she knew best: a permanent need for order that came to be known 
(irreverently to be sure ) as “Emma’s Here.” Today, when the self-talk begins in our 
heads, “Pick it up. Put that away,” we smile. Emma isn’t far. 

The activity that I remember best was counting “chits.” My grandmother worked as a 
“Stemmer” at H. and R. Bloch and Company in Wheeling. Stemming was the process 
of manually separating the stem and veins in a tobacco leaf from the dried leaf that 
would be used in making cigarettes. My grandmother’s hands were tough and 
stained, but she had nimble fingers that could slyly separate the leaf from the 
coarser fibers. Time was everything. The stems & veins dropped away, the 



preserved bits went into a basket, and, at the end of a shift, Grandma’s filled baskets 
were counted. She received a “chit,” a ticket for each basket turned in. The “chits” 
turned into money on Friday afternoon. On Saturday mornings, Grandma sat her 
grandchildren at the kitchen table with the chits for the most important chore of the 
week. Count the chits to make sure Grandma had not been cheated. 

At the age of five, Walter Lee and Patty Ann learned to count. We were a team, and we 
were important. What better lessons to learn from Grandma?


